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After getting
properly stuck
in the soft, wet
river sand, the
trekkers were
fortunately
able to winch
out using a
termite mound
as the anchor
point. Here they
celebrate the
recovery in their
ﬂexed-out HJ60
Land Cruiser.
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The drivers’ skills we
re tested as they
negotiated steep dro
ps like this one in
southern Senegal. Th
e Land Cruiser had 33
”
mud terrain tires and
winch to help in times
of
trouble—that is to say
, every single day!

GOTTA LOVE THE
BORDERS

Standing in a dark,
mosquito-filled customs
office and enduring my
first ever strip search
from an overweight and
overzealous border
official with an unwavering
conviction that our vehicle
contained illicit drugs and
smuggled weapons, was an
inauspicious reintroduction
to Senegal. Unbelievably, it
was my lack of pockets that
had landed me in this most
unfortunate situation. On
completing our immigration
formalities, and for want of
a safe place, I had slipped
our passports under my shirt
and into the waistband of
my shorts. Amazingly, this
was considered sufficient
probable cause to earn
me my first, and hopefully
only, experience with the
very regrettable practice
of body searches. After a
thorough six-hour vetting
at the Gambia-Senegal
border, that left more than

one of our team members
feeling slightly violated, we
were reluctantly permitted to
depart Gambia and re-enter
southern Senegal. It would
seem that this tiny West
African nation has a serious
inferiority complex or maybe
it is simply an insatiable lust
for bribes. Little did I realise
at the time that those border
officials would get to enjoy
the last laugh, as I swear it
was one of their bureaucratic
mosquitoes that bit me and
introduced those unwanted
plasmodium parasites into
my bloodstream.
After the border crossing
shenanigans, we enjoyed
a week on the beaches of
Cap Skirring before setting
our sights east to explore
Niokolo-Koba National Park.
Our first challenge would be
a 14-hour, bone-breaking
and coccyx-crunching drive
on the severely potholed
roads across the Casamance
region; however, on reaching
west Africa’s premier national
park, we discovered that

getting into it might prove to
be even more difficult. We
had chosen to enter the park
from the west, but a washed
out bridge at Missirah and a
flooded river necessitated a
monstrous two-day detour
to enter the park from the
north. On entering the park,
we were frustrated to find that
rising river levels and a poorly
maintained infrastructure
meant that only fifteenpercent of the park was
officially accessible to tourists.

A DANGEROUS PATH

It was like a red flag to a
bull hearing that no vehicles
had even attempted the 100mile west-east traverse of
the park during the last three
years. We were young, eager,
energetic and foolish enough
to whole-heartedly embrace
this harebrained challenge
in our trustworthy HJ60 Land
Cruisers. Two washed-out
bridges over steep-sided river
gorges were our first major
obstacles. They tested both
the drivers and the Cruisers’

abilities but, with a little
winching, we made it safely
across the riverbeds and out
the other side. The real, and
continuous, challenge was
the thick and thorny bush
that had encroached over the
unused road. We could only
manage to average 4 miles/
hr from sunrise to sunset, as
we used machetes and axes
to reopen the overgrown
road. Although scenically
spectacular, it was a long
three days of backbreaking
and exhausting work before
we passed Mount Asserik
and rejoined a “real” road
again.
This ‘real’ road was
paved, which allowed us to
make good progress east
and we thankfully enjoyed
an uneventful crossing into
Mali at Kayes border post,
although it no doubt helped
that this time Tim carried the
passports in his pocket! After
resupplying in the Malian
capital, Bamako, we headed
north to the port town of
Mopti. This is not a coastal
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harbor, but rather an inland
river port on Africa’s third
largest river. Unfortunately,
the ongoing challenges and
the tough conditions of the
preceding months culminated
in the two vehicles parting
ways in Mopti so, for me,
this would always remain
one of the lowest points of
our African adventure. Three
months would pass before
we would finally see our two
friends again and war-torn
central Africa would be the
catalyst for our reconciliation.
Suffering from cabin fever
after many months cooped
up in the vehicle, we decided
to leave our Cruiser in Mopti
and opted to use the Niger
River to reach the fabled ‘city
of gold’, Timbuktu. We spent
the next five days plying this
inland waterway north for
a brief foray back into the
Sahara and to visit its most
infamous southern gateway
city.
Our boat dropped us at
the most northerly bend in
the river from where we still
had a 10-mile trip north to
legendary Timbuktu. We
decided (in the spirit of true
adventurers) not to hitch
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a ride with local transport,
but rather to walk. It was
Saturday afternoon when
we set off with the plan of
sleeping under the stars
and reaching the city the
following morning before
it became too hot. I was
feeling a little off with a bout
of diarrhea and spells of
nausea, but I was not going
to let a little dehydration
cause me to be the partypooper (no pun intended)
and spoil the adventure.
However, by the time
darkness overtook us and
we were considering where
to sleep, I was starting to
feel much worse. Vomiting,
dizziness and an intense
stiffness creeping through
my joints finally convinced
me that I was actually going
down with malaria and
needed urgent medical
attention. We could see
the lights of Timbuktu in
the distance, so we set off
again with me stumbling like
a zombie over the sandy
terrain.

LIFE SAVED

At midnight, as we neared
our destination, I heard the

Brave wildlife scout, William, who
single-handedly engaged two
armed poachers in a gun battle and
recovered their illegal bush meat.
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southern Mali and marveled
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of whom was in desperate
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Sunday and he, along with a
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quinine drip, saved my life.
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before we could earn the
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A BUSH FIREFIGHT

We were exploring the
park but, having learnt our
lesson, this time we were
doing it by the book. We
had a park’s wildlife scout
as a guide and we were
sticking to genuine roads
but sometimes, even when
you don’t go looking for it,
trouble tracks you down.
We were on a game drive
towards the Lovi River, in the
heart of the national park,
when a blur of movement
diving behind a bush

was the source of much
excitement. Could it be our
long-awaited lion sighting,
the most prized of Africa’s
wild animals, or was it
something else? We slowly
edged the vehicle closer to
get a better look. In a flash
they broke cover, only ‘they’
weren’t lions, they were
people with guns. We had
inadvertently disturbed two
poachers who had recently
killed a bushbuck. William,
our able-bodied scout,
reacted instantly by diving

out of the still-moving car
and engaging the two illegal
hunters in a brief but fierce
gun battle. Bullets ripped
from his bolt-action rifle as
fast as he could work the
action, and the poachers
replied in kind with Soviet
semi-automatic 7.62mm
SKS carbines before fleeing
into the bush. No one was
injured in the exchange of
fire but, by this stage, we felt
that we really had earned
the right to some serious
R&R. 
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